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Managing each step of the journey
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The Search – keeping tabs on where to go

2

Maintaining a list of places to try

Building a mental

rolodex

Fette Sau

Island

Burgers

Momofuku

The

Spotted Pig

The Little

Owl
Marlow &

Sons

Pastis
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The Discovery – assigning personal and
relevant meaning

3

Remember your favorites (and not so favorite) by tagging
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The Discovery – documenting where we!ve eaten

4

Collecting “trophies”

Recording the experience
Mapping the restaurants we!ve visited
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The Buzz – sharing with others

5

Discussion forums

Facebook status

IM

Casual conversation

Email
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Different foodies take different paths
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Explorer Emma

• Late 20s young professional

• Digital native

• Dining is a big aspect of her social life

• Adventurous and willing to try new

things

• Fully engaged with her passions

• Developing her taste and figuring

what she likes and doesn!t
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Don!t knock it until
you!ve tried it

“
”
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Source:  Persona informed by Zagat User Segments, 2006

Networker + Organizer
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Connoisseur Chris

• Mid 40s

• Enjoys spending time with friends and

family

• Knows what he likes and is on a quest to

finding new taste that will exceed his

expectations

• Willing to hunt for new experiences and

make the effort

• Less likely to buy into the hype and more

concerned over the quality of the food
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No distance is too far
for good food

“
”
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Source:  Persona informed by Zagat User Segments, 2006

Networker + Habitual
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Mingling Maggie

• Late 30s business executive

• Looking for a variety of reliable

locations

• Like to be "in the know! and up on

the latest happenings

• Others! opinions really matter to her

• Socially active and engaging

9

Lunch is never 
just lunch

“
”
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Source:  Persona informed by Zagat User Segments, 2006

Organizer + Habitual
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FOODIES SEARCH

We are constantly on the lookout for new restaurants, new places,
and new finds.

We have different favorites for different occasions, places, and events.

The perfect place could be just a minute or a click away … how do we know
for sure? Is it the right place for me, for my friends?

It's an art to find the right place.
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FOODIES DISCOVER

We love the joy of discovery - a new date place downtown, a new restaurant
by our favorite chef.

When we find it, we want to know everything about it. Do others like it?

How do they rank it?

And then we have to make that decision — and roll the dice for everyone.
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FOODIES BUZZ

And whether it!s good or great, we love the conversation about restaurants,
we love the story behind them. We are proud of where we!ve been, and

where we want to go.

We share with each other, we give each other better odds.

We keep mental lists of our favorite restaurants for groups, for dates, for 2 people, for

10 people, for work people, for uptown, downtown, in other towns.

We compare and contrast, and ask people their opinions, we make

reservations without any reservations.
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ZAGAT.com is your seat at the table
Guiding

principle

User

experience ZAGAT.com is your seat
to search, discover & be part of the buzz
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Introducing Z-LIST:
Search becomes discovery
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Step 1:
You are hunting for restaurants for

a date next week. Set concierge to

“Eat” mode and create a quick list

of downtown, romantic restaurants.

Sponsored link appears.
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Step 2:
Refine your list by adding “French”

to the list criteria.

New, more targeted ad appears.
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Step 3:
You are curious about Balthazar

and expand the listing to read the

ZAGAT review.
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Step 4:
You can check out photos right

here.
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Step 5:
You decide it!s not the right type of

place for your date nights and gives

it a thumbs down.
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Step 6:
Z-List adjusts the recommendations

based on your input.
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Step 7:
You!re happy with your new

personal list and name it

“Date Night.”
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Step 8:
You are taken to your personal list

library where you can view all

saved lists or make a new list.
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Step 9:
Add a restaurant from this list to

your favorites in your MY ZAGAT.
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MY ZAGAT:
Your voice at the table
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Step 1:
User arrives at their MY ZAGAT.

They have all the navigation tools

of Z-List with the added social

features to view news and see

other foodies! lists.
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Step 2:
View all members who have

“Le Jardin Bistro” on their Z-Lists.

See their lists and add him to your

Friends list.
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Step 3:
MY LISTS is where you can publish

and share saved Z-Lists with

friends.
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Step 4:
MY FRIENDS features Z-Lists of

your friends. The number next to

name signifies the number of

additions/changes to their Z-List

since you last visited.
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Step 5:
FEATURED LISTS can include all

kinds of interesting collections of

lists, including sponsored lists from

advertisers.
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Example of MY ZAGAT accessible throughout the site
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Evolution of discussion boards with sponsor/ad opportunity
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Comparing open access, registration and full membership
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Design exploration:
Bringing a unique ZAGAT experience to life
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Home page wireframe goes here

Sample simplified but useful home page wireframe
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